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.2012.04.0Abstract This paper presents an efﬁcient approach for developing three-phase transformer admit-
tance matrices in the radial power-ﬂow analysis. The proposed transformer model overcomes the
singularity problem of the nodal admittance submatrices of ungrounded transformer conﬁgura-
tions. This has been achieved by applying symmetrical components modeling. The classical
(6 · 6) transformer nodal admittance matrix written in phase components is converted to sequence
components instead of the (3 · 3) admittance submatrices. In this model, the phase shifts accompa-
nied with special transformer connections are included in the radial power-ﬂow solution process
without any convergence problems. The ﬁnal model of the transformer is represented by a general-
ized power-ﬂow equation written in phase components. The developed equation is applicable for all
transformer connections. The transformer model is integrated into the radial power-ﬂow and tested
using the IEEE radial feeders. The results have shown that the developed transformer model is very
efﬁcient and the radial power-ﬂow has robust convergence characteristics.
 2012 Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Distribution systems are characterized with both system and
load unbalance. This is due to unequal mutual coupling among
line phases, existence of a mixture single-phase, two-phase,
three-phase systems, and unbalanced loads. Distribution661406; fax: +20 974661589.
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09systems are also distinguished with high R/X ratio of transmis-
sion lines and network radial structure [1]. Due to these
features, classical balanced power-ﬂow methods such as
Newton–Raphson, Gauss–Seidel, and fast-decoupled are not
applicable for distribution system analysis [2,3].
Consequently, many power-ﬂow methods have been
intended particularly for solving radial distribution systems
such as the backward/forward method and its variants
[4–10]. The backward/forward method has low memory
requirements and robust convergence characteristics. It is easy
to implement and takes the full advantage of the radial struc-
ture of distribution systems. In addition, many power system
models are integrated straightforward in the radial power-ﬂow
algorithm including [4–11].ier B.V. All rights reserved.
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power system elements which have given a special attention
for appropriate implementation in load-ﬂow analysis. This is
due to variety of connections and zero-sequence current block-
ing in some connections which affects the accuracy of the ﬁnal
power-ﬂow solution. For example, the assumption of complex
power load models, PQ loads, zero sequence components may
drive power-ﬂow method to converge to inaccurate solutions
[12–14]. In addition, some transformer conﬁguration such as
open delta and center-tap transformers requires special model-
ing requirements [15,16]. Consequently, many transformer
models have been proposed in the literature to account for dif-
ferent features of transformer connections. Basically, three-
phase transformers can be developed using phase coordinates
or symmetrical components [17].
Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws are introduced for
each transformer connection for radial load-ﬂow analysis
[18,19]. This technique requires a set of separate equations
for each transformer connection to be implemented inside
the load-ﬂow solution process. In [20,21], the zero-sequence
component is separated from the transformer submatrices to
avoid the singularity problem. The separation of the zero
sequence in this method is a tedious process due to derivation
the model using the (3 · 3) nodal admittance submatrices in
phase components. In this approach, it is difﬁcult to represent
the transformer by a generalized equation and a special treat-
ment is required for implementing the transformer admittance
matrices in the radial power ﬂow method. Another phase-coor-
dinates approach also has been developed based equivalent p
line model to account for inter-phase coupling [22]. Current
injections are also proposed to avoid the singularity of the
transformer admittance matrices and improve convergence
characteristics in bus admittance load ﬂow analysis [23,24].
Finally, the neutral grounding have been included in the trans-
former admittance matrix written in phase coordinates in [25].
In [26], three-phase transformer models have been devel-
oped based on sequence components and integrated in the in
the forward/backward method. However, classical sequence
components representation lacks the efﬁciency to model trans-
former probably. This is mainly due phase-shifts associated
with some transformer connection [17]. The aim of this paper
is to develop a generalized transformer model for radial power-
ﬂow analysis using improved sequence components trans-
former models [27,28]. In the proposed model, the phase shifts
accompanied with some transformer connections are included
in the solution process without any convergence problems. The
ﬁnal transformer model is expressed in the radial power-ﬂow
solution by a generalized power-ﬂow equation written in phase
components. A set of submatrices corresponding to different
connections are created. According to the transformer connec-
tions, the developed submatrices are substituted in the general-
ized power-ﬂow equation of the transformer.
The proposed model is incorporated in the forward/back-
ward sweep method and all various connections are tested
using the IEEE radial test feeders. The obtained results illus-
trate that the proposed transformer model is reliable and has
good convergence characteristics. The paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 introduces the radial power-ﬂow technique.
In Section 3, the proposed three-phase transformer model is
introduced. The results are presented in Section 6 and the con-
clusions are drawn in Section 7.2. Radial power-ﬂow analysis
The radial power ﬂow technique is based on the fact that the
voltage at the root node is known and the current at the lateral
is zero [1]. Consequently, an iterative process is developed for
solving the power-ﬂow problem. For a line segment l con-
nected between nodes i, j, the iterative solution includes the
following main steps [8–11]:
2.1. Nodal current calculations
The load currents are initially calculated by assuming initial
voltages at all nodes. The injected currents due to loads at
node i are expressed as follows:
Iabci ¼ S
a
i
Va
i
 
Sb
i
Vb
i
 
Sc
i
Vc
i
 h it ð1Þ
where Iabci is the current injections for each phase a, b, c at node
i. Sai the scheduled power injections for each phase a, b, c at
node ‘i’. Vci is the phase voltages at node i.
2.2. Backward sweep
The total current at the source node can be calculated based on
the fact that the line currents are known at the laterals of the
feeder. Hence, the current ﬂows in a line segment l is calculated
as follows:
Jabcl ¼ Iabcj þ
X
m2M
Jabcm ð2Þ
where Jabcl is the current ﬂows into the line section l; M the set
of line sections connected downstream to node j.
In the case of using power summation instead of current
summation, the injected powers at node l are calculated as
follows:
Sabcl ¼ Vaj ðJal Þ Vbj ðJbl Þ Vcj ðJcl Þ
h it ð3Þ
where
Vabcj ¼ Vabci þ Zabcl Jabcl ð4Þ2.3. Forward sweep
After calculating the branch currents/powers in the previous
step, the receiving end voltages are calculated using based on
the knowledge of the voltage at the root node. In the current
summation method, the line current of each line segment are
updated using the entering powers as follows:
Jabcl ¼
Sal
Vaj
 !
Sbl
Vbj
 !
Scl
Vcj
 !" #t
ð5Þ
Then, the voltages at the receiving end of line segment are
calculated by:
Vabci ¼ Vabcj  Zabcl Jabcl ð6Þ
After the above three steps are executed every iteration, the
power mismatches at each node for all the three phases are cal-
culated as follows:
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Vai ðIai Þ
Vbi ðIbi Þ
Vci ðIci Þ
2
64
3
75 Sabci ð7Þ
If the real or imaginary part (real or reactive power) of any
of these power mismatches is greater than a preset convergence
criterion, the solution process is repeated until convergence is
occurred.
3. Positive and negative sequence components
In the proposed model, instead of transforming the sub-matri-
ces of the phase coordinates model [17], the full matrix of the
phase coordinates transformer model is transformed into se-
quence components [17,27,28]. The advantage of this approach
is that various transformer phase shifts are included without
any convergence problems in the power-ﬂow solution process.
Since the sequence networks of the transformer model are
uncoupled, the zero sequence components are naturally isolated
from the solution process. The proposed transformer model is
derived for various transformer connections as follows.
3.1. Construction the uncoupled sequence components
transformer model
The transformer model is established by transforming the
overall transformer admittance matrix in phase components
to its counterparts in sequence components as follows [27,28]:
Yabcnode ¼
T 0
0 T
 1 Yabcpp Yabcps
Yabcsp Y
abc
ss
" #
T 0
0 T
 
ð8Þ
where T ¼
1 1 1
1 a2 a
1 a a2
2
64
3
75 and a ¼ 1:0\120
The submatrices Yabcpp , Y
abc
ps , Y
abc
sp , and Y
abc
ss represent the
(3 · 3) submatrices of the nodal admittance matrix of the
transformer. These submatrices depend on the connection of
the three phase transformer. The resulting (6 · 6) sequence
admittance matrix is used to construct the uncoupled sequence
component transformer model. The advantage of this model is
the ability to include transformers phase shifts in the solution
process without any convergence problems. The nodal admit-
tance matrix in sequence components is as follows:
I012p
I012s
" #
¼ Y012node
  V012p
V012s
" #
ð9Þ
The transformer model can be represented by three uncou-
pled sequence networks as follows [18]:
Imp
Ims
 
¼ y
m
pp y
m
ps
ymsp y
m
ss
" #
Vmp
Vms
 
m 2 ð0; 1; 2Þ ð10Þ
where 0, 1, and 2 refer to zero, positive and negative sequence
components respectively.
3.2. Implementing positive and sequence networks in radial
power-ﬂow methods
The positive and negative components of voltages and currents
are integrated to the forward/backward sweep method. Thezero components of voltages and currents are isolated and
separately integrated at the end of this section.
3.2.1. Backward sweep
The positive and negative sequence currents at the primary
side are calculated as follows:
Inp ¼ ynppVnp þ ynpsVns ; n 2 ð1; 2Þ ð11Þ
where
Vnp ¼
1
ynsp
Ins  ynssVns
 	
; n 2 ð1; 2Þ ð12Þ
Solving the above two equations yields the primary positive
and negative sequence currents of the transformer, they are:
Inp ¼ Vnps 
ynpp
ynsp
ynss
 !
Vns þ
ynpp
ynsp
Ins ; n 2 ð1; 2Þ ð13Þ
Eq. (13) is represented in phase components as follows:
I0 abcp ¼ a0; Iabcs þ b0Vabcs ð14Þ
The submatrix b0 has zero elements, however, it is included
in (14) for generalizing the model. In the case of power summa-
tion power-ﬂow method, the primary voltages of the trans-
former must be calculated as a function of secondary side’s
voltages and currents as follows:
Vnp ¼
1
ynsp
ðIns  ynssVns Þ; n 2 ð1; 2Þ ð15Þ
Transforming (15) to its counterparts in phase components
yields:
V0 abcp ¼ c0Vabcs þ
1
y
d0Iabcs ð16Þ3.2.2. Forward sweep equation
The positive and negative voltages of the secondary side of
transformer are calculated by:
Vns ¼
1
ynss
ðIns  ynspVnpÞ n 2 ð1; 2Þ ð17Þ
Eq. (17) is represented in phase components as follows:
V0 abcs ¼ C0Vabcp 
1
y
D0Iabcs ð18Þ
The primary phase currents and secondary voltages are eas-
ily calculated directly using (14) and (18) respectively. The sub-
matrices a0, b0, c0, d0, C0 and D0 are mainly depending on the
connection type of the transformer. The values for these subma-
trices for different connection types are summarized in Table 1.
4. Zero-sequence component
For some transformer connections, the zero-sequence compo-
nent causes singularity problem when the phase component
model is directly implemented into the radial power-ﬂow anal-
ysis. By applying the sequence components modeling, the zero-
sequence component is easily isolated and handled separately.
Hence, in ungrounded systems, the zero sequence components
can be excluded from the calculation process. On the other
hand, in grounded systems, the zero sequence components
are added only at the grounded side.
Table 1 Properties sub-matrices of decoupled sequence networks for step down transformers.
Connection Backward sweep sub matrices Forward sweep sub matrices
Positive and negative component Zero component Positive and negative component Zero component
a0 c0 d0 a00 b00 c00 d00 C0 D0 C00 D00
GY-GY M1 M1 M1 M3 0 M3 M3 M1 M1 M3 M3
D-D M1 M1 M1 0 0 0 0 M1 M1 0 0
Y-D M2 M2 M2 0 0 0 0 M2
T M1 0 0
GY-Y M1 M1 M1 0 M3 0 0 M1 M1 0 0
GY-D M2 M2 M2 0 M3 0 0 M2
T M1 0 0
where M1 ¼ 13
2 1 1
1 2 1
1 1 2
2
4
3
5; M2 ¼ 1ﬃﬃ3p
1 1 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
2
4
3
5; M3 ¼ 13
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
2
4
3
5.
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4.1.1. Grounded primary – grounded secondary
The zero voltages and currents are updated in similar manner
as positive- and negative-sequence components.
4.1.2. Grounded primary – ungrounded secondary
The zero current at the primary side is not updated during
backward sweep. However, it is calculated directly based on
the zero sequence voltage at the grounded side.
4.1.3. Ungrounded primary – rounded secondary
Although there is zero-sequence current at the secondary side,
it is not used in the current summation process at the primary
side. The zero-sequence current of transformer secondary side
is used again in the forward sweep for updating the voltages at
the rest of the nodes in the grounded systems.
4.2. Implementing the zero-sequence network in radial power-
ﬂow methods
4.2.1. Backward sweep equation
I00 abcp ¼ a00Iabcs  yb00Vabcp ð19Þ
V00 abcp ¼ c00Iabcs þ
1
y
d00Iabcs ð20Þ4.2.2. Forward sweep equation
V00 abcs ¼ C00Vabcp 
1
y
D00Iabcs ð21Þ
The (3 · 3) submatrices a00, b00, c00, d00, C00, and D00 are mainly
depending on the grounding conﬁguration of the three- phase
transformer. The values of different submatrices are summa-
rized for different connection types in Table 1.
5. Final three-phase transformer model
The ﬁnal phase component model can be constructed based on
the sequence component models presented in the aforemen-
tioned sections. The ﬁnal currents and voltages at the trans-
former terminals are computed by adding the zero sequence
components to the positive- and negative-sequence compo-
nents as the follows:5.1. Backward sweep equation
Iabcp ¼ I0 abcp þ I00 abcp ð22Þ
Iabcp ¼ ða0 þ a00ÞIabcs þ yðb0 þ b00ÞVabcp ð23Þ
Iabcp ¼ aIabcs þ ybVabcp ð24Þ
Vabcp ¼ V0 abcp þ V00 abcp ð25Þ
Vabcp ¼ ðc0 þ c00ÞVabcs þ
1
y
ðd0 þ d00ÞIabcs ð26Þ
Vabcp ¼ cVabcs þ
1
y
dIabcs ð27Þ
For power summation method, Eq. (3) is used for calcula-
tion of the power injections on the primary side.
5.2. Forward sweep equation
Vabcs ¼ V0 abcs þ V00 abcs ð28Þ
Vabcs ¼ ðC0 þ C00ÞVabcp 
1
y
ðD0 þD00ÞIabcs ð29Þ
Vabcs ¼ CVabcp 
1
y
DIabcs ð30Þ
The ﬁnal transformer model in phase coordinates is repre-
sented by (27), (28), and (30) where the connection matrices
are given in Table 2.
5.3. Ungrounded secondary voltages
The zero-sequence voltage at the primary side is calculated
based on the voltage update process during the forward sweep.
In methods reported in the literature, the zero-sequence volt-
age at the secondary side is initial condition dependant
[20,21]. This is because the value of the zero-sequence voltage
is not deterministic and mathematically has more than one
solution [13].
Consequently, for accurate solution process, the line-to-line
voltages should be included in the solution process instead
of line-to-neutral voltages. The implementation of the line
Table 2 Properties sub-matrices of decoupled sequence networks for step down transformers.
Power-ﬂow equations Backward sweep sub matrices Forward sweep sub matrices
Iabcp ¼ aIabcs þ ybVabcp ð24Þ Vabcp ¼ cVabcs þ 1y dIabcs ð27Þ Vabcs ¼ CVabcp  1yDIabcs
h i
L ð31Þ
Connection a b C D C D L
GY–GY M1 +M3 0 M1 +M3 M1 +M3 M1 +M3 M1 +M3 M1 +M3
GY–Y M1 M3 M1 M1 M1 M1
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
M2
GY–D M2 M3 M2 M2 M2
T M1
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
M2
Y–D M2 0 M2 M2 M2
T M1
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
M2
D–D M1 0 M1 M1 M1 M1
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
M2
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the update of (30) as follows:
Vabcs ¼ CVabcp 
1
y
DIabcs
 
L ð31Þ
The radial power-ﬂow analysis described in Section 2 is
developed in systematic way. The three-phase transformer is
integrated in the radial power-ﬂow solution by using (24),
(27), and (31) regardless the connection type of the transformer
as shown in Fig. 1. The developed model simpliﬁes the treat-
ment of the transformer to be similar to that of three-phase
line segments.
6. Results and discussions
The proposed three-phase transformer model is integrated into
the radial power-ﬂow algorithm and implemented using C++Figure 1 Implementation of the generalized tranto attain ﬂexibility and modularity. Three different examples
are solved using the developed method to assess both the accu-
racy and the performance of the proposed transformer model
as well as the radial power-ﬂow solver.
The ﬁrst test system is the slack node test [24]. The other
two test systems are the IEEE 4 and the IEEE 123 node radial
feeders shown in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively [29]. The IEEE 123
radial feeder has two transformers connected between nodes
150 and 149 and between nodes 61 and 610.
6.1. Slack bus test
The voltages of the swing bus ‘‘p’’ are assumed to be 1.0 p.u.
The following test cases are solved:
Case1: Grounded Y – Delta transformer
Case 2: Delta – Grounded Y transformersformer model in radial power ﬂow analysis.
Figure 2 The IEEE 4 node test example.
70 M. Abdel-Akher, K. MahmoudCase1 is studied under balanced loading condition whereas
case 2 is studied under unbalanced loading condition. The
three-phase load is redistributed among the three phases as fol-
lows: 50% load on phase ‘a’, 30% load on phase ‘b’, and 20%
load on phase ‘c’. The results of the magnitudes and angles of
bus ‘‘s’’ are recorded every iteration in Tables 3 and 4 for Case
1 and Case 2 respectively. Comparisons with results reported
in the literature [20,24] indicate that the load ﬂow results are
correct besides the load ﬂow has good convergence character-
istics with respect to these methods.Table 3 Phase voltage magnitude and phase angle of the two bus s
Iter. Phase A
Proposed Ref. [20] Ref. [21]
Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang.
0 1.000000 0.000 1.000000 0.000 1.000000 0.00
1 0.976830 31.181 0.977786 31.176 0.99668 32.84
2 0.976799 31.180 0.976860 31.176 0.97590 31.05
3 0.976799 31.180 0.976838 31.177 0.97685 31.18
4 0.976799 31.180 0.976838 31.177 0.97688 31.18
5 0.976799 31.180 0.976838 31.177 0.97680 31.18
Figure 3 The IEEE6.2. Accuracy and performance test
The IEEE 4 node and the IEEE 123 node radial feeders are
used in this test. Different transformer connections have been
tested and validated. The step-down transformer with unbal-
anced load case study associated with the IEEE 4 nodes data
is considered and the results are reported in Table 5. The table
shows that terminal voltages are identical to the solution pro-
vided with the IEEE test case study. Similar results are also ob-
tained for the step-up transformer with unbalanced load case
study.
The performance of the power-ﬂow solver is examined
using the IEEE 123 node radial feeder. The convergence char-
acteristics were compared with the following methods:
Method 1: The proposed transformer model is integrated
into radial power-ﬂow using power summation method.ystem at bus ‘s’ for (Case 1).
Phase B
Proposed Ref. [20] Ref. [21]
Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang.
0 1.000000 120.000 1.000000 120.00 1.000000 120.00
0.976830 151.181 0.977786 151.176 0.99671 152.84
0.976799 151.180 0.976860 151.176 0.97591 151.04
0.976799 151.180 0.976838 151.177 0.97684 151.19
0.976799 151.180 0.976838 151.177 0.97685 151.17
0.976799 151.180 0.976838 151.177 0.97680 151.18
13 node feeder.
Table 4 Voltage magnitude and phase angle of the two bus system at bus‘s’ for (Case 2).
Iter. Phase A Phase B
Proposed Ref. [20] Ref. [21] Proposed Ref. [20] Ref. [21]
Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang.
0 1.00000 0.000 1.00000 0.000 1.00000 0.000 1.00000 120.000 1.00000 120.000 1.00000 120.000
1 0.965419 28.235 0.966838 28.217 0.95950 30.60 0.978944 91.070 0.979988 91.056 0.97780 89.19
2 0.964705 28.214 0.964732 28.217 0.96612 28.03 0.979154 91.061 0.979240 91.056 0.97990 91.17
3 0.964686 28.213 0.964656 28.213 0.96460 28.24 0.979166 91.061 0.979225 91.056 0.97916 91.05
4 0.964685 28.213 0.964651 28.213 0.96473 28.21 0.979166 91.061 0.979224 91.056 0.97917 91.06
5 0.964685 28.213 0.964651 28.213 0.96473 28.21 0.979166 91.061 0.979224 91.056 0.97917 91.06
Table 5 Line to line voltages of bus ‘4’ of the IEEE 4 node
feeder: step down transformer and unbalanced load case.
Type Proposed method Ref. [24]
V4ab V4ab
Mag. Ang. Mag. Ang.
Yg–Yg 1.5004 22.7 1.5004 22.67
D–Yg 1.4968 7.3 1.4968 7.32
Yg–D 1.4262 5.8 1.4262 5.76
Y–D 1.4262 5.8 1.4262 5.76
D–D 1.4284 24.3 1.4284 24.28
Figure 4 Current summation radial load ﬂow analysis with
different transformer models.
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into radial power-ﬂow using current summation method.
Method 3: The transformer model [20] is integrated into
radial power-ﬂow current summation method.
Method 4: The transformer model [21] is integrated into
radial power-ﬂow current summation method.
Method 5: The transformer model and bus admittance
power-ﬂow method [24].
The convergence characteristics for the different above
methods are given in Table 6 for different loading factors.
The impact of the proposed transformer model on the conver-
gence characteristics is examined by comparing the results with
Method 2, Method 3, and Method 4 [20,21]. The results show
that the proposed transformer model implemented into radial
power-ﬂow based on power summation has superior conver-
gence characteristics with respect to other methods at various
loading conditions. Also, the model sensitivity to load heavyTable 6 Number of iterations under different system loading cond
Loading factor Proposed transformer model
Power summation Current summatio
Method 1 Method 2
0.25 4 4
0.50 4 4
0.75 4 5
1.0 4 6
1.25 4 6
1.5 4 7
1.75 5 8
2.0 5 11loading conditions is slightly better than other models. This
appears when comparing alternative current summation meth-
ods which utilize the same radial power-ﬂow solver but with
different transformer model. The proposed method requires
less number of iterations at extreme loading conditions, load-
ing factor of 1.75, as shown in Fig. 4. The table also shows that
the radial power-ﬂow generally offers very good convergence
characteristics when it is compared with Method 5 which uti-
lizes the bus admittance matrix method [24].
It is noticeable that, the power summation method has a
comparable convergence to the current summation method
at light and normal operating conditions. However, as the sys-
tem operates at heavy loading conditions, the power summa-
tion method exhibits superior convergence characteristics
over the current summation method. The reason behind thatitions for the IEEE 123 node feeder.
Ref. [20] Ref. [21] Ref. [24]
n Current summation Bus admittance
Method 3 Method 4 Method 5
5 5 7
5 5 8
6 5 10
6 7 11
6 7 12
7 7 13
9 10 18
11 11 23
72 M. Abdel-Akher, K. Mahmoudas the sum of the complex power loads increase due to increase
in the loading, the total power computed at the root node be-
come more accurate, and hence, the updated voltages in for-
ward sweep become more accurate.
7. Conclusion
The paper has presented a generalized three-phase transformer
model which is suitable for radial power-ﬂow analysis. The
model has been derived based on sequence components. The
phase shifts of different transformer connections are included
without convergence problems. The proposed transformer
model provides treatment to the singularity problem appears
in some transformer connections. The advantage of the pro-
posed model is that the ﬁnal transformer model is expressed
by a set of matrices in phase components which are suitable
for the radial power-ﬂow solution process. The proposed
transformer model has been integrated in both the current as
well as power summation radial power-ﬂow techniques. Test
examples of unbalanced radial feeders show that the proposed
transformer model has superior convergence characteristics
with respect to existing transformer models.Acknowledgment
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